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Our powerful and high-quality tools are driven by

while empowering your biomarker and target discovery projects to drive  
new discoveries.
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Featured products:

Identify  
and prioritize  

molecular  
candidates

Prioritize biomarker  
candidates based on key  

biological properties to help  
you identify mechanisms that 
link markers to a disease or  

phenotype

Explore thousands  
of curated studies, and  

home-in on candidate genes  
to reveal patterns of  

expression across tissues  
and disease

Evaluate  
how biomarker  

candidates behave  
across diverse  

biological contexts

Compare  
survival curves to  
identify candidate  

biomarkers representative 
of disease or population 

segments for further  
validation
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Featured products:

RNA-seq

Powerful tools  
to analyze, visualize and  
interpret all your RNA-seq  

data, including miRNA  
and scRNA

Easy-to-use  
pipelines process  

and capture your data,  
including the  

metadata

Compare your  
data to over 500,000  
curated samples across  
tissues and diseases to  

get the context and  
insight you need

Dive into  
isoform-level data and  

see how specific isoforms 
affect and regulate entire 

systems; see which  
pathways are activated  

or inhibited
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Featured products:

Gene 
expression

Identify key  
dysregulated path-

ways and gene 
networks

Compare  
your data against 
>65,000 model  
datasets to identify  
matching signatures  
and drive a deeper  

understanding of cause  
and effect

Find key  
master regulators  

driving changes and  
compare to >500,000 

samples to see if the  
phenomena exist in other 

diseases or tissues
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Featured products:

Interaction  
network analysis

Explore your  
data against high-quality,  

manually curated  
molecular interaction 

 networks

Visualize gene 
 networks within a  
myriad of settings

See how diseases  
progress through  
network cascades

Understand  
potential toxicity or 
adverse outcomes
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Featured products:

Uncover  
potential  

mechanism of 
action

Understand the  
potential mechanism(s) of  

action of candidate targets  
that could bring about a  

desired biological or  
therapeutic effect

Analyze candidate  
targets in disease pathways  

or processes to help you  
understand how up- or  
down-regulation would  
affect the pathway or  

signaling cascade
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Featured products:

Explore  
molecules and 

pathways  
associated with 

disease

Uncover details  
associated with a disease  

or biological function, such as 
associated molecules, drug  

targets, drugs known to  
target those molecules  

and more

Find, filter and  
prioritize genes and  
compounds based on  

your specific  
research question

Generate  
molecular profiles of  

diseases, phenotypes and  
biological processes, listing  

all the genes and compounds 
associated with the  

profiled term

https://digitalinsights.qiagen.com/products-overview/discovery-insights-portfolio/analysis-and-visualization/qiagen-ipa/
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The products mentioned here are intended for molecular biology applications. They are not intended for the  
diagnosis, prevention or treatment of a disease. For up-to-date licensing information and product-specific disclaimers, 
see the respective product website. Further information can be requested from ts-bioinformatics.qiagen.com or by 
contacting sales at bioinformaticssales@qiagen.com.
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